base collection
Bring it together with the Base Collection

Base breathes new life into any space
with flexible, modular soft furnishings.
Sixteen stunning pieces create limitless combinations,
bringing people together in spaces they’ll love.

igned to suit large rooms...
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...the colourful collection of couches and
ottomans come in three heights for
comfortable tiered seating and a range
of year groups.

Perfect for libraries, classrooms, break out spaces and
staffrooms – wherever people want to connect or relax.

Base is the system that brings it all together.

your library base
Libraries are a welcoming hub of learning in a whole range
of ways. The Base collection allows you to shape a space
to meet those learning needs, from private study spaces
to breakout and social spaces, quiet reading corners to
dynamic research areas with work surfaces. The multiple
heights and tiered seating give you endless options for all
ages and activities.

Empire Ottoman

D Ottoman

Corner Ottoman

Round Ottoman

your classroom base
The cleverly designed shapes and combinations
means Base is at home in all types of classrooms
layouts. Students can come together in
comfortable, welcoming spaces to collaborate,
read and relax, learn together in tiered seating or
find a quiet space with private booth seating.

Empire Ottoman

Round Ottoman

D Ottoman

Base Couch

Block Ottoman

Corner Ottoman

D Ottoman

Curve Ottoman

Base Table

your breakout base
In busy learning spaces, break out zones give students a
chance to regroup and refocus – especially when there’s
not a lot of room. Base creates dynamic pop up spaces in
classrooms or unused areas like hallways, where students
can collaborate or quietly concentrate.

D Ottoman

Corner Ottoman

Empire Ottoman

Round Ottoman

your common room or
staffroom base
These are important spaces to relax and re-charge
so Base makes them extra welcoming with colourful,
comfortable, attractive soft furnishings. You can lift the
energy with vibrant social and meeting spaces or create
private corners to relax and unwind. It’s easy to create
a whole range of environments with one flexible, clever,
modular system. Base.

Base Couch

Curve Ottoman

Curve Couch

D Ottoman

Empire Ottoman

Round Ottoman

Base Couch

Corner Ottoman

Round Ottoman

Booth Couch

base brought to life
With so many combinations, it’s handy to see how they’ll look in real life. Our 3D
Learning Spaces App lets you visualise multiple combinations that could fit your
teaching and learning, in the exact space you’re looking to enhance. One of our
expert team can show you how customised heights and sizes will breathe new life
into any space you have.

bringing it all together
• The combinations are endless, but we take it even further with
customised options in three different heights for tiered seating and a
range of year groups.
• Couches come in seven sizes to fit one to four people and
Ottomans are available in 500mm or 700mm to neatly match the
couches.
• We’ve designed the collection to work perfectly with
complementary Furnware products like our Round, Rectangle and
Kneeler Tables with Cookie Pads.
•Choose from either castors or legs. Castors are ideal in larger
spaces where you have the freedom to regularly reconfigure your
spaces.
• Create colour-pops and add style to your learning environment.
Base Collection is available in a wide range of materials, including
vinyl and contemporary fabric designs.
• Shhh, quiet please. Soft furnishings have acoustic properties to help
reduce sound in busy environments.

If you’re ready to make a big difference to any space, please contact us for limitless options with Base Collection.
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